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Chrome Silicon for superior, life-long performance
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Consistent pressure and feeding regardless of round count
Cures bolt carrier overrides

SpeedLock
Systems

More positive bolt stop engagement
Will not “stack”

Check out the complete line of
AR15 performance enhancements from Superior Shooting
Systems Inc. New items are
added all the time. We are
serious about producing the
finest, genuinely effective
parts for the serious shooter.
www.DavidTubb.com

Redesigned follower engagement angle
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■ 20 round [includes blocked magazines]
■ 30 round
■ 40 round
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SpeedLock CS AR15
Magazine Springs
After hearing, and experiencing, numerous magazine failures in
these rifles, we decided to produce a better spring.
Especially troublesome are newer production magazines,
which frequently exhibit inferior components. The problem is
rarely in the “box” and is most often in the follower or spring, and
frequently both. Our CS [chrome silicon] spring represents the
ultimate in part upgrades. It solves function problems, for good.

The CS AR15 Magazine Spring provides positive pre-load
against the follower. As with other CS springs, it has extra power
(+10-percent) and faster rebound. Consistent, constant tension is
the key. Plus, there is less drag against the magazine side walls for
freer movement. These attributes are of utmost importance to the
High Power competitor who is frequently relying on bolt stop
engagement on an empty magazine and also positive feeding from
“underloaded” magazines. Our CS spring is angled correctly to
locate the follower in its optimum orientation. This design modification alone fixes a majority of feeding problems. Another advan-

tage of this spring is faster, more positive bolt stop engagement,
saving wear on the part and also ensuring its correct function.
As with all CS springs, the superior chrome silicon material
will perform its job perfectly well beyond the life of any magazine.
Three spring lengths are available to fit all magazine configurations — 20-round, 30-round, 40-round. Please note that these
round designations refer to the magazine box external dimensions
and not necessarily the actual round capacity of the magazine. Our
20-round spring fits any “20-round”-size AR15 magazine box,
including those blocked to 5, 8, or 10 rounds. See the web site for
information on CS Magazine Spring use in short magazines.

Superior Shooting Systems Inc. provides
a number of innovative, effective products
for your AR15-type rifle. These include a
full line of CS AR15 Buffer Springs, the
amazing CWS™ [carrier weight system],
CS AR15 Trigger Return and Hammer
Spring, CS AR15 Small Springs package,
and ergonomic Tubb Competition Grip
(shown at left). More products to come!
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Call or write for more information or come see us on the web at

www.SuperiorShootingSystems.com

